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For this weeks primary activity we would like Digital Leaders to create their own Digital Leader 
themed ‘Heads Up’ game to play with family and friends.  

How do you play Heads Up?

To play Digital Leaders Heads Up you will need two or more players.  

You will then need to create cards (you can also use post it notes) with different words linked to 
online safety, for example the word ‘hacker’.  Create a least 10 cards for a game of Digital Leaders 
Heads Up.

Then set a timer, around 1 minute is a good amount of time. One player holds the card up to their 
forehead (without looking at what it says).  Another player will then give clues to the first player of 
what the word is, be careful not to use the word on the card in any way, such using the word ‘hack-
ing’ when describing ‘hacker’.  The first player will then try to guess what the word is on the card.  

When the first player guesses the answer or the timer is up, you can then swap and have another 
player hold a card to their forehead.

Why is Heads Up a good game to play?

Heads Up is a great way to test your knowledge of certain words and help you learn how to come up 
with definitions for words.  It is also a fun way to revise for an exam or a certain topic you are learning 
about and the best part is it doesn’t feel like revision!

What are some examples of words I could use?

We would like to see Digital Leaders come up with their own words for the Heads Up game but some 
example words to get your started could be:

• Hacking/Hacker
• Phising
• Data
• Privacy

If you are not sure of the meaning of these words you can ask an adult and look online, but 
remember to check at least three reliable sources.

We hope you enjoy this activity and we would love to see pictures of Digital Leaders playing 
Digital Leaders Heads Up, you can tweet us @ChildnetDL or email leaders@childnet.com

http://leaders@childnet.com

